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You not only sleep in your mattress but, in a way, share your life with it.
No doubt a healthy sleep puts your body at ease and brings you back
to life. A day flows at the same tone as you start with; therefore, an
effective sleep enables you to stay energetic during a day and boosts
your efficiency in your daily activities.
Konfor Yatak offers a wide ranging selection of mattresses with
different characteristics, so you can choose the best suitable sleeping
platform for you to help your body recharge itself to start the day one
step ahead. Not only for your body, but a quality sleep is required for
your mental activities as well. Therefore, a correctly chosen mattress
makes a positive impact in all aspects of life.
Knowing that the secret behind a sound sleep is hidden in a mattress
that suits your body, Konfor offers different mattress alternatives
suitable for different body types. Konfor Yataks are primarily designed
to protect the natural ‘S’ form of the body to prevent pressure to certain
parts of the body during sleep. Konfor Yataks support the spine, relax
joint areas and loosen muscles to help you get refreshed by removing
daily fatigue and stress. Konfor offers you the ideal mattress for your
body and enriches not only the quality of sleep but of your life as well.
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Next Generation
Sleep Experience
Technology changes rapidly… Not even named ten years ago,
today’s essential products and technologies add value and
convenience to our daily lives. Consumers access information
so fast that has not even been imagined in the past.
We, at Konfor Yataks, have focused on innovation and technology
and started off to add value to our products. We have made a
cooperation with Leggett & Platt, the global leader in spring
technologies to design a collection of next generation mattress.
The most striking features in this series are ‘comfort, support,
performance, durability and quality’. The Next-Generation
series, which has been developed by using spring technologies
such as Solace™, CC33® and VertiNova®, will introduce Turkey a
brand-new sleeping experience and increase your life quality.
Offering very special mattress in every respect, The NextGeneration series embodies three different spring types with
Sleep Cool and Active Support technologies in each. You are
invited to meet the Next-Generation series so you get a new
sleep experience, scale up your life quality and give a brilliant
start to your day.

NXTGEN ELEANOR
E N J OY T H E S P R I N G I N E S S F E E L I N G
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NXTGEN ELEANOR
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THE POWER of NATURE in YOUR MATTRESS
Infinite spring system designed especially for Konfor Yataks;
Developed by using CC3®, NXTGEN Eleanor mattress shall preserve its form
for many years to come, and thanks to its natural Coco layer,
it shall transplant the power of nature to your mattress.

The Elegance of Woven Fabric

Thick Sleep Pad

Designed specially for Eleanor mattress, the woven
fabric will channel a sense of elegance to your bedroom
with its eye-catching patterns.

Fabric
Thermobond Fiber Layer
2x Hyper Support Foam

The Most Comfortable Stage of Sleep
Removable thick sleep pad offers you an extra comfort.

Buckram
2x Feather Feeling
Support Foam

Sleeps in Bird Feather Slowness

Buckram

Extremely light special comfort layer will boost the quality
of your uninterrupted sleep.

Roller Support Foam
Fiber Foam
Fabric

The Relaxing and Stabilizing Effect of Coconut

Fabric

Thanks to its natural coconut skin texture, Coco Felt can
help to manage the humidity of your mattress and ensure
that pressure is distributed across the mattress to support
your body during sleep helping to ease the sense of fatigue.

Fiber Layer
Roller Support Foam
Buckram
Comfort Foam

The Most Quite Sleeping Experience

Coco Felt

Designed in cooperation between Konfor Yataks and
Leggett & Platt, the new generation knotless and infinite
CC3® spring system can offer a wonderful sense of
springiness in a rather quiet way. As a product of heat
treatment, the system enjoys a high level of endurance over
many years. In order to provide an optimum level of support
for the body the system is equipped with more springs (i.e.
twice more compared to standard systems) which ensures
that more surface area is offered. The system will make
sure that air is circulated across the mattress resulting a
sense of freshness during sleep.

CC3® Spring System
White Felt
Special Padding
Buckram
Roller Support Foam
Fiber Layer
Fabric

Secret of a Rested Body
Active Support Technology will ensure a cooler sleep
experience by providing a higher level of air circulation
between springs of the mattress. Besides it will help to
relax your muscles resulting a fresh start for the day.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

140x190

150x200

160x200

180x200

CC3®
H: 37 cm

CC3® Spring
Technology

Active Support
Technology

Woven
Fabric

Coco
Felt

Feather
Comfort Layer

Removable
Thick Pad

Single Side
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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NXTGEN SERENITY
E N J OY A C U S TO M I Z E D S L E E P
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INDISPENSABLE SLEEP EXPERIENCE
NXTGEN Serenity’s Solace™ spring system will offer a variety of support for
different types of bodies by providing an increased support that softly meets
the body to ensure a unique sleep experience for each sleeper.

Hygienic Sleep Ambiance
Thanks to its anti-bacterial property, the Fresche Fabric
Technology offers an environment-friendly solution for
removing the bacteria, fungus and dust. The fabric used
in the mattress will preserve its anti-bacterial property for
many years in order to archive hygiene.

The Elegance of Woven Fabric
Serenity mattresses special pattern design and its way
of manufacturing will transplant a novel elegance and a
charming look into your bedroom.

Fabric
Thermobond Fiber Layer
2x Hyper Support Foam

A Cooler Sleep with Visco Blue
The Visco gel layer will make sure that a constant sleep
temperature is acquired while guaranteeing a new kind
sleep experience by providing an optimum level of air
circulation across the mattress.

Buckram
Visco Blue Comfort Layer
Feather Feeling Support Foam

Sleeps in Bird Feather Slowness

Solace™ Spring System

Extremely light special comfort layer will boost the quality
of your uninterrupted sleep.

Special Support Layer
Buckram
Roller Support Foam

Full Support for Outstanding Comfort

Fiber Layer

With its innovative design and unique structure Solace™
spring system will offer a variety of support for different
types of bodies by providing an increased support that softly
meets the body to ensure a unique sleep experience for each
sleeper. As a product of heat treatment, the system enjoys
a high level of endurance over many years. Each spring that
is packed individually will move independently to make sure
that they behave in such a way that is not affected from
each other. This will mean that you are not disturbed by the
movements of the person sleeping next to you.

Fabric

Secret of a Rested Body
Active Support Technology will ensure a cooler sleep
experience by providing a higher level of air circulation
between springs of the mattress. Besides it will help to
relax your muscles resulting a fresh start for the day.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 31 cm

Solace™
Spring Technology

Active Support
Technology

Woven
Fabric

Viscogel
Comfort Layer

Feather
Comfort Layer

Single Side
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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NXTGEN MILFORD
T H E U N I Q U E C O M B I N AT I O N O F N AT U R E A N D T E C H N O LO G Y
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ENJOY YOUR SLEEP
With its Solace™ spring system, designed in cooperation between Konfor Yataks and
Leggett & Platt, NXTGEN Milford offers a unique sleep experience for each sleeper
and thanks to its Latex comfort layer it guarantees good natural sleep conditions.

The Elegance of Woven Fabric
Thanks to it special design, Milford’s woven fabric will make
sure that air is circulated across the mattress while adding
to your bedroom a new sense of tastefulness.

A Natural Support for your Spine!
Latex, a natural material derived from rubber tree milk,
helps to prevent joint pain by providing pressure support
while maintaining natural curvature of the spine by
providing correct support thanks to its high elasticity
feature. The system will make sure that air is circulated
across the mattress resulting more comfortable sleeping
conditions.

Fabric
Thermobond Fiber Layer
2x Hyper Support Foam
Buckram
Latex Comfort Layer
Solace™ Spring System

Full Support for Outstanding Comfort
With its innovative design and unique structure Solace™
spring system will offer a variety of support for different
types of bodies by providing an increased support that softly
meets the body to ensure a unique sleep experience for each
sleeper. As a product of heat treatment, the system enjoys
a high level of endurance over many years. Each spring that
is packed individually will move independently to make sure
that they behave in such a way that is not affected from
each other. This will mean that you are not disturbed by the
movements of the person sleeping next to you.

Special Support Layer
Buckram
Roller Support Foam
Fiber Layer
Fabric

Secret of a Rested Body
Active Support Technology will ensure a cooler sleep
experience by providing a higher level of air circulation
between springs of the mattress. Besides it will help to
relax your muscles resulting a fresh start for the day.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 27 cm

Solace™
Spring Technology

Active Support
Technology

Woven
Fabric

Latex
Comfort Layer

Single Side
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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Flexible Support,
Enduring Comfort
With its innovative design and unique form, the Solace ™ Pocket spring technology
personalizes the sleep experience by providing full support depending on the sleeper’s
body weight and form. The Solace ™ springs, manufactured using the new generation
technologies, will continue to support the sleeper’s body effectively
over the years. Each spring that is packed individually will move independently to
give support precision to ensure that you are not disturbed by the movements of
the person sleeping next to you. So a good night sleep is guaranteed!

Solace ™ springs act independently of each other to maintain their integrity and provide optimum
comfort and support. The Solace ™ spring system provides excellent sleep conditions thanks to
these unique features.

NXTGEN CASSLEY
MEET the PERFECT SLEEP with SPECIAL SPRINGS
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NXTGEN CASSLEY
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A SLEEP JUST FOR YOU
With its excellent hand crafted sleep pad and layer of feather comfort,
“NXTGEN Cassley” will make sure that you really feel special after a sound night sleep to
start the day in a rather upbeat mood. Thanks to Solace™ spring system where each spring
is packed individually to enable independent movement you will enjoy a customized sleep,
so to speak, and your spine will be supported in a natural fashion.

Feel the Elegance
The knitted fabric of Nxtgen Cassley will give you a
comfortable and tender sleep thanks to its flexible texture
and elegant patterns.

Thick Sleep Pad

Sleeps in Bird Feather Slowness

Fabric

Thanks to a thick pad that has been boosted with a
fine craftsmanship and filling material, your sleep
will even be better and healthy.

Thermobond Fiber Layer
3x Hyper Support Foam
Buckram
Feather Feeling Support Foam

Dive into the Comfort of a Good Sleep
2x Comfort Foam

Extremely light special comfort layer will boost the quality
of your uninterrupted sleep.

Solace™ Spring System

Full Support for Outstanding Comfort

Hard Felt

With its innovative design and unique structure Solace™
spring system will offer a variety of support for different
types of bodies by providing an increased support that softly
meets the body to ensure a unique sleep experience for each
sleeper. As a product of heat treatment, the system enjoys
a high level of endurance over many years. Each spring that
is packed individually will move independently to make sure
that they behave in such a way that is not affected from
each other. This will mean that you are not disturbed by the
movements of the person sleeping next to you.

Buckram
Roller Support Foam
Fiber Layer
Fabric

Secret of a Restful Body
Active Support Technology will ensure a cooler sleep
experience by providing a higher level of air circulation
between springs of the mattress. Besides it will help to
relax your muscles resulting a fresh start for the day.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 34 cm

Solace™
Spring Technology

Active Support
Technology

Knit
Fabric

Feather
Comfort Layer

Hand
Made

Single Side
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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Infinite Spiral Spring Technology
CC3®

The CC 3® spring system, a new generation spring technology consists
of an infinite, knotless weave and provides optimum body support
by accurately balancing the body’s weight distribution during sleep.
Since it maintains the same form and resistance all across the
mattress, it does not collapse and offers a conveniently large sleeping
surface. Compared to other technologies, it contains more springs
on any given surface to ensure that your spine is protected for many
years. It provides a comfortable sleep experience with the special
feeling of gentle bouncing.

NXTGEN VALENCY
MORE SPRING, MORE SUPPORT
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SOUND SLEEP
Your NXTGEN Valency mattress designed with CC3®, an infinite spring system,
offers you a unique sleep experience for many years. Thank to its exceptional fabric,
which fights naturally against bacteria, creates a clean and safe sleep environment.

Sleep Comfort
Thanks to its anti-bacterial property, the Fresche Fabric
Technology offers an environment-friendly solution for
removing the bacterias, fungus and dust. The fabric used
in the mattress will preserve its anti-bacterial property for
many years in order to archive hygiene.
Fabric
Thermobond Fiber Layer

Feel the Elegance
The woven fabric of Nxtgen Valency will give you a
comfortable and tender sleep thanks to its flexible texture
and elegant patterns.

2x Hyper Support Foam
Buckram
Special Comfort Layer
Comfort Foam

Technology Touches the Spine

White Felt

In order to create a more comfortable sleep environment
the extra comfort layer provides extra support for the
spine during sleep with the different geometry foam layers,
thanks to their design.

CC3® Spring System
White Felt
Comfort Foam

The Most Quite Sleeping Experience

2x Hyper Support Foam

Designed in cooperation between Konfor Yataks and
Leggett & Platt, the new generation knotless and infinite
CC3® spring system can offer a wonderful sense of
springiness in a rather quiet way. As a product of heat
treatment, the system enjoys a high level of endurance over
many years. In order to provide an optimum level of support
for the body the system is equipped with more springs (i.e.
twice more compared to standard systems) which ensures
that more surface area is offered. The system will make
sure that air is circulated across the mattress resulting a
sense of freshness during sleep.

Buckram
2x Hyper Support Foam
Thermobond Fiber Layer
Fabric

Secret of a Rested Body
Active Support Technology will ensure a cooler sleep
experience by providing a higher level of air circulation
between springs of the mattress. Besides it will help to
relax your muscles resulting a fresh start for the day.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

140x190

150x200

160x200

180x200

CC3®
H: 33 cm

CC3® Spring
Technology

Active Support
Technology

Woven
Fabric

Two Sided
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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NXTGEN VERTISOFT
L E T YO U R M AT T R E S S A D O P T TO YO U R B O DY ’ S F O R M

31
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PERMANENT COMFORT
Thanks to its Visco comfort layer, NXTGEN Vertisoft mattresses responds to your body
temperature and weight while adapting the shape of your spine to give you a special sleep
experience. NXTGEN Vertisoft, which combines luxury and elegance with its natural Linen
fabric produced with special yarns, ensures your sleep is continuous thanks to VertiNova®
spring system which has 36% more springs compared to standard spring systems.

Linen Fabric Technology
Specially produced and easily distinguishable from other
materials with its quality, Linen fabric brings an outstanding
combination of luxury and comfort to your mattress.

Let Your Mattress Remember You!

Fabric

Also known as memory foam, Visco Elastic responds to your
body temperature and weight and takes the shape of your
body. Thanks to its pressure reduction feature, it reduces
sleep movements and provides a more comfortable sleep.

Thermobond Fiber Layer
2x Hyper Support Foam
Buckram
Visco Comfort Layer
Comfort Foam
Hard Felt

More Springs, Unique Comfort
An open spring system developed with the latest
technology, VertiNova® spring system is much better,
compared to its rivals, at responding to a variety of body
weights. As it contains 36% more spring than ordinary
spring frames VertiNova® provides excellent body support
because it contains. With its edges reinforced, VertiNova®
spring system provides a comfortable sleeping surface on
the entire surface of the mattress, including the edges.
By supporting the body on more points, it provides a more
comfortable sleeping surface.

VertiNova Spring System
®

Hard Felt
Buckram
Roller Support Foam
Thermobond Fiber Layer
Fabric

Secret of a Rested Body
Active Support Technology will ensure a cooler sleep
experience by providing a higher level of air circulation
between springs of the mattress. Besides it will help to
relax your muscles resulting a fresh start for the day.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 29 cm

VertiNova®
Spring Technology

Active Support
Technology

Knit
Fabric

Visco
Comfort Layer

Single Side
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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The Therapeutically Power
of the Vitamins of the Sea;
ALGUA FABRIC TECHNOLOGY
Algua; What are Spirulina Sea Vitamins?
With its greenish blue color, Spirulina, which has a history of 3.7 billion years, is a type of
moss that is well positioned as a bridge between bacterial life and plant world throughout
the evolution process. Studies in the field of marine biology have shown that there are many
varieties of the moss. Thanks its natural properties, Spirulina is used as a raw material in
many areas. Production of biofuels, food supplements, skin rejuvenation molecules and
natural dyes are few of these areas, it is used for water treatment too.
Produced by using spirulina moss, Algua fabric is a textile product that is used in
cushions and mattress to generate bio-functionality and beauty.
Microcapsules containing natural moss particles are placed in textile fibers.
Spirulina molecules emitted from capsules opened due to friction generate
an effect of natural health therapy for 7-8 hours.
Natural and healthy sleeps with Algua!

NXTGEN VERTILIVE
E N R I C H YO U R B E A U T Y S L E E P W I T H T H E P O W E R O F S E A S
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NXTGEN VERTILIVE
36
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COMFORTING SLEEP FROM THE SEAS
The fabric of the NXTGEN Vertilive produced with Algua technology brings you
the natural richness of the sea weeds for a spacious sleep environment and helps you to
get away from the stress of the day. Konfor Yatak’ exclusive VertiNova® spring system is
specially designed to support your spine and offers a wider sleeping surface.

The Impact of the Sea on Your Sleep
Thanks to the Algua fabric technology, the microcapsules
found in the natural algea extracts are opened by friction
and reveal the marine vitamin molecules, creating a
comfortable night's sleep.

Softness of the Sleep
Nxtgen Vertilive's modern knitted fabric with special
patterns increases your comfort with its flexible form.

Fabric
Thermobond Fiber Layer
2x Hyper Support Foam
Buckram
Feather Feeling Support Foam

Sleeps in Bird Feather Slowness
Extremely light special comfort layer will boost the quality
of your uninterrupted sleep.

Hard Felt
VertiNova Spring System
®

Hard Felt
Special Support Layer

More Springs, Unique Comfort
An open spring system developed with the latest
technology, VertiNova® spring system is much better,
compared to its rivals, at responding to a variety of body
weights. As it contains 36% more spring than ordinary
spring frames VertiNova® provides excellent body support
because it contains. With its edges reinforced, VertiNova®
spring system provides a comfortable sleeping surface on
the entire surface of the mattress, including the edges.
By supporting the body on more points, it provides a more
comfortable sleeping surface.

Buckram
2x Hyper Support Foam
Thermobond Fiber Layer
Fabric

Secret of a Rested Body
Active Support Technology will ensure a cooler sleep
experience by providing a higher level of air circulation
between springs of the mattress. Besides it will help to
relax your muscles resulting a fresh start for the day.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 28 cm

VertiNova®
Spring Technology

Active Support
Technology

Knit
Fabric

Feather
Comfort Layer

Two Sided
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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NXTGEN QUINNY
S L E E P O N T H E C LO U D S
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FEEL SPECIAL YOURSELF
Equipped with a feather layer of comfort, NXTGEN Quinny makes you feel special
by offering a great sense of comfort. NXTGEN Quinny’s knitted fabric brings
an elegant look to your bedroom and thanks to its Active Support Technology,
you will start your day fresh each time after a good sleep.

An Immaculate Sleep Environment
Thanks to Actipro technology, the formation of unwanted
bacterias on the fabric is prevented naturally by using
probiotics. Actipro technology provides a natural cleanliness
by preventing bad odor and mite formation in mattress
fabric.

Softness of the Sleep

Fabric

Nxtgen Quinny's soft knitted fabric helps to improve the
comfort of your sleep.

Thermobond Fiber Layer
2x Hyper Support Foam
Buckram

Sleeps in Bird Feather Slowness

Feather Feeling Support Foam

Extremely light special comfort layer will boost the quality
of your uninterrupted sleep.

Solace™ Spring System
Comfort Foam

Full Support for Outstanding Comfort

Buckram

With its innovative design and unique structure Solace™
spring system will offer a variety of support for different
types of bodies by providing an increased support that softly
meets the body to ensure a unique sleep experience for each
sleeper. As a product of heat treatment, the system enjoys
a high level of endurance over many years. Each spring that
is packed individually will move independently to make sure
that they behave in such a way that is not affected from
each other. This will mean that you are not disturbed by the
movements of the person sleeping next to you.

2x Hyper Support Foam
Thermobond Fiber Layer
Fabric

Secret of a Rested Body
Active Support Technology will ensure a cooler sleep
experience by providing a higher level of air circulation
between springs of the mattress. Besides it will help to
relax your muscles resulting a fresh start for the day.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 31 cm

Solace™
Spring Technology

Active Support
Technology

Knit
Fabric

Feather
Comfort Layer

Two Sided
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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Vertinova®
Increase the Standards
of Your Sleep!
With its edges reinforced, VertiNova ® spring system provides a comfortable sleeping
surface on the entire surface of the mattress, including the edges. By supporting the body
on more points, it provides a more comfortable sleeping surface.

Ordinary lose their durability over time, and this causes a collapse in the central parts of the mattress.
The VertiNova ® spring system with 36% more springs than the ordinary springs has a maximum
durability on the edges of the mattress helping to prevent collapsing. The springs with maximum
power, even at the edges, provide a larger sleeping surface.
Thanks to its special, effective and visually distinctive patented design, VertiNova ® allows for
a much faster and more effective response to body movements than other spring systems.
The VertiNova ® spring system brings you a cool sleeping environment by allowing more air circulation.
Thanks to its special, effective and visually distinctive design, VertiNova ® springs adapt precisely to
the movements of the person lying on the mattress without any loss of support or slip.

NXTGEN VERTIFRESH
THE FORMUL FOR A RESTED SLEEP
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PERFECT BODY SUPPORT
ALL THROUGH THE NIGHT
Developed for relaxing and uninterrupted sleep, the NXTGEN Vertifresh
mattress’s VertiNova® spring system provides active support to the spine during sleep,
while the delicate texture of the knitted fabric brings you a comfort
that you cannot give up for many years.

Have a Healthy Sleep
Thanks to its anti-bacterial property, the Fresche Fabric
Technology offers an environment-friendly solution for
removing the bacterias, fungus and dust. With its special
finish, the fabric does not lose its anti-bacterial properties
for years and creates a hygienic sleep environment.

Fabric
Thermobond Fiber Layer
Cotton Comfort Layer

Different Seasons, Different Technologies

2x Roller Support Foam

The cotton comfort layer, which is used on one side, helps
to create a cooler sleep during the summer, while the other
side with wool comfort layer provides a comfortable sleep
during the winter by balancing the body temperature.

Buckram
Comfort Foam
Hard Felt
VertiNova® Spring System

More Springs, Unique Comfort

Hard Felt

An open spring system developed with the latest
technology, VertiNova® spring system is much better,
compared to its rivals, at responding to a variety of body
weights. As it contains 36% more spring than ordinary
spring frames VertiNova® provides excellent body support
because it contains. With its edges reinforced, VertiNova®
spring system provides a comfortable sleeping surface on
the entire surface of the mattress, including the edges.
By supporting the body on more points, it provides a more
comfortable sleeping surface.

Comfort Foam
Buckram
2x Roller Support Foam
Wool Comfort Layer
Thermobond Fiber Layer
Fabric

Secret of a Rested Body
Active Support Technology will ensure a cooler sleep
experience by providing a higher level of air circulation
between springs of the mattress. Besides it will help to
relax your muscles resulting a fresh start for the day.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 29 cm

VertiNova®
Spring Technology

Active Support
Technology

Knit
Fabric

Two Sided
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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Konfor’s Meeting with
Technology
In Conventional Series Mattresses, traditional spring systems
are reconstructed with the help of the latest technology. The
springs have been specially reinforced to ensure an unmatched
comfort over many years.
Furnished with special fabrics and comfort-enhancing extra
layers, Conventional Series mattress is more than being
functional with its special and fine fabrics to give a very
sophisticated look to your bedroom.

BEXLEY
D E TA I L S O F M A S T E R Y
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LAYERS OF COMFORT
Its Linen fabric with quilted and natural yarn properties is woven
individually in master hands to add value to your sleep. Its three-layered
Tablet springs will make sure that your spine is well supported.
With its extra Pocket spring technology, Bexley improves your sleep quality
and helps to minimize turning during sleep.

Linen Fabric Technology
Specially produced and easily distinguishable from other
materials with its quality, Linen fabric brings an outstanding
combination of luxury and comfort to your mattress.

Fabric
Thermobond Fiber Layer

The Elegance of Hand-Workmanship
Bexley's finely hand-crafted quilting gives your room a
stylish look while its extra comfort layers create a soft
sleeping environment.

2x Hyper Support Foam
Buckram
Feather Feeling Support Foam

3x Tablet Spring System

Dive into the Comfort of a Good Sleep
Extremely light special comfort layer will boost the quality
of your uninterrupted sleep.

Pocket Spring Technology
Special Support Layer
Buckram
Roller Support Foam

Full Support Across the Body

Fiber Layer

Thanks to its tablet spring system with 3 separate layers,
air circulation is guaranteed in Bexley mattress and the
elasticity of the tablet springs provides a precise support
across the whole body.

Fabric

Unique Support, Endless Comfort
In order to create a quality sleeping environment, the
individually packed springs provide a personalized comfort
for the body's ideal posture. Minimizes the inconvenience
caused by spouses turning in the mattress.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

140x190

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 33 cm

Tablet
Spring Technology

Pocket
Spring Technology

Woven
Fabric

Feather
Comfort Layer

Hand
Made

Single Side
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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SLEEP in NUMBERS
According to the studies;

4-11 hours of sleep
for adults and 16-18
hours of sleep for new
born infants are required.

During sleep, the body
temperature should be
2 degrees lower than the
day time body temperature.

The ideal room temperature
during sleep is 18 degrees
centigrade.

We spend one third of
our lives sleeping.

We have between 3 to 12
dreams each night with
shortest ones 5 minutes and
the longest ones 60 minutes.

According to the studies,
the ideal sleep time is
around 6-7 hours.

When we don’t have sufficient
sleep we tend to feel 25%
more hungry. In other words,
sleep deprivation may cause
nutrition disorders.

LEOPOLD
A TO U C H O F S I L K TO YO U R S L E E P
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LEOPOLD
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DOUBLE COMFORT
Thanks to Double-Deck Pocket spring technology with double-deck springs on
different heights, Leopold mattress provide more support for the spine
to increase your sleep quality for a fresh start to the day relieved from exhaustion.
With the extra comfort layer and Real Silk fabric technology, the natural and soft texture of
the silk offers you the comfort you want all through the night.

Softness of Silk
Silk has always been an indispensable material with its
timeless charm, comfort and radiance. Furnished with
the natural and soft texture of silk, the Real Silk Fabric
Technology offers a spacious and comfortable sleep
throughout the night.
Fabric
Thermobond Fiber Layer
2x Hyper Support Foam

Protect Your Spine with Extra Support!

Buckram

The Hyper Comfort layer provides the body with the right
support to maintain the natural curve of the spine.

Feather Feeling Support Foam
Pocket Spring Technology
Pocket Yay Teknolojisi
Special Support Layer
Buckram
Roller Support Foam

Dive into the Comfort of a Good Sleep

Fiber Layer

Extremely light special comfort layer will boost the quality
of your uninterrupted sleep.

Fabric

Double Your Comfort
Combined use of two separate Pocket spring technology
at different heights allows air circulation and provides
optimum support for the spine for different body types.
Individually packed springs operate independently to
prevent spouses from disturbing each other during turns in
the mattress.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

140x190

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 30 cm

Double-Deck Pocket
Spring Technology

Knitted
Fabric

Feather
Comfort Layer

Single Side
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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Tips for
a Restful Sleep
Follow a Similar Sleep Pattern:
You can adjust your sleep pattern by going to mattress at the same hours of the night,
and wake up at the same hours.

Do not Perform Excessive Exercise:
It is important for the quality of the to go into the sleep as soon as possible. So this period
will be extended if you are, prior to going to mattress, engaged in exhausting sporting or
mental activities.

Make Sure You Choose a Comfortable Sleep Environment:
The soundness of any sleep will depend on several factors that include noise, temperature,
humidity, the ergonomics of your mattress and even the quality of your pillow.

Do not Use Devices Such as Mobile Phone or Tablets When You are in
Mattress:
Watching the television, using the devices such as mobile phones or tablets will keep
your mind active which will result in extended periods of going into sleep.

Do not Push Yourself into Sleep:
If you cannot go into sleep after 15 minutes after going to mattress, stop pushing yourself.
Get out of mattress and engage in relaxing activities. For instance have a warm shower as
it will decrease the negative energy on your body to help you to go into sleep.

Avoid consuming caffeine drinks before going to mattress:
Drinks such as coffee, tea or energy drinks that contain stimulant substances such as caffeine,
nicotine or theine should be avoided particularly by people who suffer sleep problems.

Take a Warm Shower Before Going to Mattress:
The body temperature must be 2 degrees lower compared to that of day time. A warm
shower/bath will decrease the body temperature to help you to have a better sleep. Few
drops of juniper or mandarin oil in your bath will help your body to relax.

LENOY
S T E P I N TO A M O R E E N E R G E T I C L I F E
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THE RELAXING EFFECT OF NATURE
Thanks to its Coco Comfort layer, a product obtained from coconut, Lenoy mattress will keep
humidity away from your sleep environment and its Pocket spring technology will make sure
that your spine is supported adequately. The special woven fabric of the Lenoy mattress makes
you feel better by bringing you extra comfort.

The Elegance of Woven Fabric
Lenoy's woven fabric with elegant patterns and texture will
bring an aesthetic look to your bedroom.

Fabric
Thermobond Fiber Layer
2x Hyper Support Foam

Protect Your Spine with Extra Support!

Buckram

The Hyper Comfort layer provides the body with the right
support to maintain the natural curve of the spine.

Comfort Foam
Coco Felt
Pocket Spring Technology
Coco Felt
Comfort Foam

The Relaxing and Stabilizing Effect of Coconut

Buckram

Coco Felt, a natural material obtained from coconut shell,
provides moisture management and proper support for
the body by distributing the pressure across the mattress,
creating fatigue-reducing effects.

2x Hyper Support Foam
Thermobond Fiber Layer
Fabric

Unique Support, Endless Comfort
In order to create a quality sleeping environment, the
individually packed springs provide a personalized comfort
for the body's ideal posture. Minimizes the inconvenience
caused by spouses turning in the mattress.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

140x190

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 28 cm

Pocket
Spring Technology

Woven
Fabric

Coco
Felt

Two Sided
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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VISCO

Memory Foam Technology
A Special Technology for a Unique Sense of Comfort...
Visco, also known as Memory Foam Technology, was developed by NASA to help
the astronauts to cope with the pressure exerted on their shoulders during space missions.
The word “memory” defines the property of the foam which
helps it to preserve its form for a while after exposure
to loads before obtaining its original form. Visco elastic
foam material softens after the pressure you apply to the
mattress with the weight and heat of your body, and takes
the shape of your body. This feature ensures that your body
protects its natural “S”shape, increasing your sleep quality.
Since it has an cellular structure, Visco has a higher air
permeability compared to other materials, and
it prevents formation of odor and molds. Thanks to its
pressure reduction feature, it reduces sleep movements
and provides a more comfortable sleep.

ESPERAR
A Q U A L I T Y S L E E P W I T H V I S C O T E C H N O LO G Y
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START THE DAY REFRESHED
Esperar mattress, which has the pocket spring technology that supports the natural bend of
the body and reacts the body weight instantaneously will relax your muscles during
the night and let you start the day refreshed.

Softness of the Sleep
The unique knitted fabric of Esperar mattress that has
special design, will help increase the comfort of your sleep
with its elegant texture.

Fabric
Thermobond Fiber Layer
2x Hyper Support Foam

Protect Your Spine with Extra Support!

Buckram

The Hyper Comfort layer provides the body with the right
support to maintain the natural curve of the spine.

Visco Comfort Layer
Comfort Foam
Pocket Spring Technology
Comfort Foam
Buckram

Let Your Mattress Remember You!

2x Hyper Support Foam

Also known as memory foam, Visco Elastic responds to your
body temperature and weight and takes the shape of your
body. Thanks to its pressure reduction feature, it reduces
sleep movements and provides a more comfortable sleep.

Thermobond Fiber Layer
Fabric

Unique Support, Endless Comfort
With springs that have improved functionality by packing, it
creates a quality sleep environment by supporting the ideal
posture of the body. Minimizes the inconvenience caused
by spouses turning in the mattress.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

140x190

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 32 cm

Pocket
Spring Technology

Knitted
Fabric

Visco
Comfort Layer

Two Sided
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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NEUVI
The secret of a perfect and relaxing sleep is hidden in details. The Doucinelle Plush fabric
that wraps you with a silky softness and Thermobond fiber that prevents sweating,
Neuvi mattress will provide you with an uninterrupted sleep. Neuvi mattress which literally adopts to
your body with 5 Zone Pocket spring technology, will let you enjoy a unique sleep experience.

A Downy Touch to Your Sleep
Doucinelle fabric which is a special textile with soft texture
gives an extra feeling of comfort during the night and its
ability to dry easily will provide moisture transfer and
prevent sleep interruptions.

Fabric
Thermobond Fiber Layer
2x Hyper Support Foam
Buckram
Comfort Foam
5 Zone Pocket Spring Technology
Comfort Foam

Protect Your Spine with Extra Support!

Buckram

The Hyper Comfort layer provides the body with the right
support to maintain the natural curve of the spine.

2x Hyper Support Foam
Thermobond Fiber Layer
Fabric

Support Separated to Five Areas
5 Zone Pocket Spring Technology which provides different
support to 5 different zones of the body with springs of
different thickness presents optimum support to the
spine. Individually packed springs operate independently to
prevent spouses from disturbing each other during turns in
the mattress.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

140x190

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 30 cm

5 Zone Pocket
Spring Technology

Plush
Fabric

Two Sided
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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BRECON
Brecon mattress, which applies support at varying hardness to five different regions of your body
with 5 Zone Pocket spring technology lets you relax in the best manner possible by making
your spine and joints comfortable. Brecon mattress, which instantaneously reacts temperature change
with adaptive fabric technology, is designed to let you sleep in a drier and cooler environment.

Tailor Made Sleep Climate
Adaptive responds dynamically the temperature changes
and keeps your sleep environment cool and dry at every
temperature. As the temperature increases, Adaptive
vaporizes more moisture and therefore provides for a
cooler and drier sleeping environment, and increases the
sleep quality by providing a tailor made sleeping climate.

Fabric
Thermobond Fiber Layer
2x Hyper Support Foam
Buckram
Comfort Foam
5 Zone Pocket Spring Technology

Protect Your Spine with Extra Support!

Comfort Foam

The Hyper Comfort layer provides the body with the right
support to maintain the natural curve of the spine.

Buckram
2x Hyper Support Foam
Thermobond Fiber Layer
Fabric

Support Separated to Five Areas
5 Zone Pocket Spring Technology which provides different
support to 5 different zones of the body with springs of
different thickness presents optimum support to the
spine. Individually packed springs operate independently to
prevent spouses from disturbing each other during turns in
the mattress.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

140x190

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 30 cm

5 Zone Pocket
Spring Technology

Active Support
Technology

Knitted
Fabric

Two Sided
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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Modern Version of Sleep
Extant Series mattresses, where timeless classical tastes
meet the technological features, have been designed keeping
your comfort in mind.
Extant Series mattresses, which are highlighted by their simple
and comfortable characteristics, have been developed to
provide maximum benefit for those who want to live comfort in
every moment. Extant Series mattresses, which will create an
aesthetical atmosphere in your bedroom with surface textile,
will provide you with the same unique comfort for long years.

SOMERSET
D I S C OV E R T H E M I R A C U LO U S P O W E R O F L AT E X
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A SPECIAL MATTRESS, A SPECIAL SLEEP
The perfect flexibility of Somerset mattress which has latex comfort layer, enables the body to
perform natural sleep movements easily. Adopting to the body thanks to its natural flexibility
and elasticity, Latex enables protection of the natural bending of the spine during sleep and
provides for an optimum support. It remains clean at all times with its cover
that could be removed and cleaned any moment desired.

A Natural Support for your Spine!
Latex, a natural material derived from rubber tree milk,
helps to prevent joint pain by providing pressure support
while maintaining natural curvature of the spine by
providing correct support thanks to its high elasticity
feature. The system will make sure that air is circulated
across the mattress resulting more comfortable sleeping
conditions.

Fabric
Buckram
Latex Comfort Layer

Protect Your Spine with Extra Support!

Hyper Support Foam

The Hyper Comfort layer provides the body with the right
support to maintain the natural curve of the spine.

Buckram
Fabric

Same Freshness for Long Years
The protective sheath ensured that your mattress remains
as clean for long years as the first day and provides you with
a cleaner sleeping atmosphere as it could be removed and
washed.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

140x190

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 24 cm

Knitted
Fabric

Latex
Comfort Layer

Removable, Washable
Sheath

Single Side
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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BRENT
Brent mattress, which comprises Visco foam that takes its shape according to body temperature
and weight, promises you an uninterrupted sleep letting you not feel the turns of your spouse
with its structure that adsorbs the movements. Brent mattress, which increases your comfort
at the moment of sleep with its special texture fabric, enables you with the opportunity to clean
your mattress any time you want with its washable protective sheath.

Let Your Mattress Remember You!
Also known as memory foam, Visco Elastic responds to your
body temperature and weight and takes the shape of your
body. Thanks to its pressure reduction feature, it reduces
sleep movements and provides a more comfortable sleep.

Fabric
Buckram
Visco Comfort Layer

Protect Your Spine with Extra Support!

Hyper Support Foam

The Hyper Comfort layer provides the body with the right
support to maintain the natural curve of the spine.

Buckram
Fabric

Same Freshness for Long Years

The protective sheath ensured that your mattress remains
as clean for long years as the first day and provides you with
a cleaner sleeping atmosphere as it could be removed and
washed.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

140x190

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 25 cm

Knitted
Fabric

Visco
Comfort Layer

Removable, Washable
Sheath

Single Side
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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Negative ion,
Positive Impact
During the tiredness of the city live, our body is
exposed to hazardous positive ions emitted
by electronic and electric devices such as
computers or mobile phones, as well as chemical
substances, acid rain and infrared beams. Y
et, negative ions help the blood clean up and
the body come to a more balanced condition.
Oxyon is a negative ion technology applied to mattress
fabric. Negative ions are the odorless, tasteless and invisible
molecules found in the air that we breath in natural
environments such as waterfalls, sea or mountains.
It is believed that these ions increase the serotonin
hormone when mixed into our blood and have biochemical
effects that lead to improvement of our mental condition,
provide bioenergy replenishment and therefore lead to
decrease in depression and stress.

Catch the Balance of Your Body

Various negative ions in our body enables that our
metabolism operates more effectively. Positive ions that
reach to high levels lead our metabolism to operate slower
and inefficiently. While positive ions cause the feelings of
fatigue and discomfort, balancing the positive ions with
negative ions ensures that positive feelings are revealed
and high energy levels are caught.
Oxyon helps mitigate the depression and stress, letting
you feel yourself energetic during the day.

BEDFORD
D I S C OV E R T H E E F F E C T O F N E G AT I V E I O N S
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BEDFORD
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BALANCE YOUR BODY
WITH NEGATIVE ION EFFECT
Bedford mattress, which mitigates the negative impact of UV rays and hazardous ions that are
emitted from electronic devices during the day with Oxyon fabric technology,
helps the blood be liquified with negative charged ions and balances the negative ions in the body.

Positive Effect of Ions
In Oxyon technology, the fabric is processed with negative
ions and therefore increases the efficiency of the
metabolism. The current urban lifestyle, exposes human
body to hazardous positive ions coming from electronic
equipment, chemicals, acid rains and ultraviolet rays.
Negative charged ions help the blood get purified and
balances the negative ions in the body.

Thin Sleep Pad
Fabric
Thermobond Fiber Layer
Liner
Fabric
Fiber Support Foam
2x Roller Support Foam

Let Your Mattress Remain Clean
Removable and washable thin pad enables you to protect
your clean sleep environment for years .

Buckram
Feather Feeling Support Foam
Hard Felt
Multi Spring System
Hard Felt

Dive into the Comfort of a Good Sleep

Buckram

Extremely light special comfort layer will boost the quality
of your uninterrupted sleep.

Roller Support Foam
Fiber Support Foam
Fabric

Power of Multi Spring Technology
With steel spring system on which heat process is applied
and strength of which is improved, it provides support
towards the spine and protects its form for long years. Since
the diameters of the springs are smaller and the number
of springs per m2 is more compared to classical springs, it
provides for a higher resistance and more support to the
backbone.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

140x190

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 25 cm

Multispring
Spring Technology

Knitted
Fabric

Feather
Comfort Layer

Removable, Washable
Sheath

Single Side
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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technology
With “have a well-cared for
and healthy sleep”
Effect and Advantages of
Sanitized ® License Standard.
Hygiene control in products used for long years, such as
mattress and pillow, is one of the hardest issues. Depending
on time, your mattress could lose its sufficiency in terms of
hygiene. This negative impact which is caused by bacteria and
fungus that occur over time, leads the product used to
lose its functionality.
Thanks to the Sanitized ® cloth that has high technological
functionality, you can maintain products of a wide range
easily. Depending on the Sanitized ® product used, you can
avoid negative formations such as bacteria, foul odor or mold.
Sanitized ® fabric functions as a multi-functional and
quality barrier against the bacteria, preventing the meeting of
mattress with the bacteria. Sanitized ® fabric which protects
its form for years with its main material, enables your
mattress to remain clean for long years.

HYGIENIC SLEEP
ENVIRONMENT WITH
WELLINGTON
F R E S C H E T E C H N O LO G Y
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SAME COMFORT FOR YEARS
Wellington mattress where Bonel spring system produced by applying heat process is used
provides you with the same unique comfort for long years by protecting its form. Wellington,
which creates a cleaner sleep environment with a removable and washable sleep pad,
with its Thermobond fiber layer, prevents formation of foul odor and moisture in the mattress.

Have a Healthy Sleep
Thanks to its anti-bacterial property, the Fresche Fabric
Technology offers an environment-friendly solution for
removing the bacteria, fungus and dust. With its special
finish, the fabric does not lose its anti-bacterial properties
for years and creates a hygienic sleep environment.

Thin Sleep Pad
Fabric
Thermobond Fiber Layer
Liner
Fabric
Fiber Support Foam

Let Your Mattress Remain Clean

2x Roller Support Foam

Removable and washable thin pad enables you to protect
your clean sleep environment for years.

Buckram
Comfort Foam
Hard Felt
Bonel Spring System
Hard Felt
Buckram

Unique Comfort, Unparalleled Support

Roller Support Foam

The extra comfort layer increases the support provided
by the steel spring system on the spine, giving the most
appropriate support to the spine.

Fiber Support Foam
Fabric

Non-wearing off Comfort
With Bonel steel spring system on which heat process is
applied and strength of which is improved, it provides support
towards the spine and protects its form for long years.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

140x190

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 25 cm

Bonel
Spring Technology

Knitted
Fabric

Removable, Washable
Pad

Single Side
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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BEAL
Beal mattress, which decreases the pressure applied to the body using Multi Spring technology
and provides for the correct support, creates the comfortable environment that you need
for a relaxing sleep. Beal, which is suitable for double side use in winter and summer,
protects your sleep climate every season.

Have a Soft Sleep

Fabric

The unique knitted fabric of Beal mattress that has special
design, will help increase the comfort of your sleep with its
elegant texture.

Thermobond Fiber Layer
Cotton Comfort Layer
2x Roller Support Foam

Different Seasons, Different Technologies

Buckram

The cotton comfort layer, which is used on one side, helps
to create a cooler sleep during the summer, while the other
side with wool comfort layer provides a comfortable sleep
during the winter by balancing the body temperature.

Comfort Foam
Hard Felt
Multi Spring System
Hard Felt

Unique Comfort, Unparalleled Support

Comfort Foam

The extra comfort layer increases the support provided
by the steel spring system on the spine, giving the most
appropriate support to the spine.

Buckram
2x Roller Support Foam
Wool Comfort Layer
Thermobond Fiber Layer

Power of Multi Spring Technology

Fabric

With steel spring system on which heat process is applied
and strength of which is improved, it provides support
towards the spine and protects its form for long years. Since
the diameters of the springs are smaller and the number
of springs per m2 is more compared to classical springs, it
provides for a higher resistance and more support to the
backbone.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

140x190

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 29 cm

Multispring
Spring Technology

Knitted
Fabric

Cotton
Comfort Layer

Two Sided
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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LYNTON
Lynton mattress keeps the bacteria away from your mattress with Sanitized fabric technology
and creates a hygienic environment for you. Sanitized fabric which removes the odors and
stains that occur over time, will create a fresh and clean air. Lynton mattress,
which has a spring technology that supports the body from various points,
will create a unique comforting sense in the sleep.

Fabric
Thermobond Fiber Layer

Stop the Stains and Odors

2x Roller Support Foam

Sanitized Fabric Technology provides hygienic protection,
preventing the development and growth of bacteria and
fungi. In addition to this, Sanitized® removes the stains and
odors and cleans the dust debris.

Buckram
Comfort Foam
Hard Felt
Multi Spring System
Hard Felt
Comfort Foam

Unique Comfort, Unparalleled Support

Buckram

The extra comfort layer increases the support provided
by the steel spring system on the spine, giving the most
appropriate support to the spine.

2x Roller Support Foam
Thermobond Fiber Layer
Fabric

Power of Multi Spring Technology
With steel spring system on which heat process is applied
and strength of which is improved, it provides support
towards the spine and protects its form for long years. Since
the diameters of the springs are smaller and the number
of springs per m2 is more compared to classical springs, it
provides for a higher resistance and more support to the
backbone.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

140x190

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 27 cm

Multispring
Spring Technology

Knitted
Fabric

Two Sided
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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LUDLOW
With the HyCare technology used in Lodlow mattress fabrics, a clean sleep environment
against all bacteria and dust is waiting for you at all times. The air permeability provided
by thermobond fiber prevents the moisture and foul odor. Ludlow, which has a knitted
cloth, will carry the comfort and elegance you have been looking for into your bedroom.

Effective Technology for Hygiene
Since mattress is a hot and humid environment, it is an
ideal place of growth for the dust mites . Dust mites could
reproduce easily, which leads to increase of allergen
concentration and formation of foul odor. HyCare Cloth
Technology is an anti-bacterial technology which provides
solution against house dust mites and thus helps the
cleaning of the bed.

Fabric
Thermobond Fiber Layer
2x Roller Support Foam
Buckram
Feather Feeling Support Foam
Hard Felt

Dive into the Comfort of a Good Sleep

Multi Spring System

Extremely light special comfort layer will boost the quality
of your uninterrupted sleep.

Hard Felt
Buckram
Roller Support Foam
Fiber Support Foam
Fabric

Power of Multi Spring Technology
With steel spring system on which heat process is applied
and strength of which is improved, it provides support
towards the spine and protects its form for long years. Since
the diameters of the springs are smaller and the number
of springs per m2 is more compared to classical springs, it
provides for a higher resistance and more support to the
backbone.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

140x190

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 23 cm

Multispring
Spring Technology

Knitted
Fabric

Feather
Comfort Layer

Single Side
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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HELSTON
Helston mattress, which provides you with the unique comfort for years thanks to Bonel spring
system and double side usability, supports your spine and ensures that your body rests.
Helston mattress prevents formation of stain and odor with Sanitized Fabric Technology,
and protects your healthy sleep environment for long years.

Fabric

Stop the Stains and Odors

Fiber Support Foam

Sanitized Fabric Technology provides hygienic protection,
preventing the development and growth of bacteria and
fungi. In addition to this, Sanitized® removes the stains and
odors and cleans the dust debris.

3x Roller Support Foam
Buckram
Comfort Foam
Hard Felt
Bonel Spring System
Hard Felt

Unique Comfort, Unparalleled Support

Buckram

The extra comfort layer increases the support provided
by the steel spring system on the spine, giving the most
appropriate support to the spine.

3x Roller Support Foam
Fiber Support Foam
Fabric

Non-wearing off Comfort
With Bonel steel spring system on which heat process is
applied and strength of which is improved, it provides support
towards the spine and protects its form for long years.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

140x190

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 23 cm

Bonel
Spring Technology

Knitted
Fabric

Two Sided
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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TELFORD
F E E L I N G O F M A X I M U M S O F T N E S S I S W I T H YO U
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IDEAL SUPPORT FOR THE SPINE
Telford mattress, which protects its quality for years and provides for
ideal support for your spine with the Bonel spring system,
will give your house an aesthetic appearance with knitted cloth and sewing details.

Softness of the Sleep
The knitted fabric which has a light structure with its
natural texture, creates maximum softness feelingat the
moment of sleep.
Fabric
Fiber Support Foam
3x Roller Support Foam
Buckram
Hard Felt

More Comfort

Bonel Spring System

Extra comfort layer provides extra body support at the
moment of sleep with foam layers in different geometries
used in the production, creating a more comfortable sleep
environment.

Hard Felt
Buckram
3x Roller Support Foam
Fiber Support Foam
Fabric

Non-wearing off Comfort
With Bonel steel spring system on which heat process is
applied and strength of which is improved, it provides support
towards the spine and protects its form for long years.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

140x190

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 21 cm

Bonel
Spring Technology

Knitted
Fabric

Two Sided
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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JASPER
Jasper mattress, which provides you with a very soft texture and a luxury appearance with
its knitted fabric, creates a perfect sleep environment for you with the possibility of double
side use and Thermobond fiber that keeps the temperature balanced Jasper, which has
Bonel spring technology, protects its form for years, providing correct support to your spine.

Fabric

The Softness of Woven Fabric
The woven fabric which has a light structure with its natural
texture, creates maximum softness feelingat the moment
of sleep.

Thermobond Fiber Layer
2x Roller Support Foam
Buckram
Hard Felt
Bonel Spring System
Hard Felt
Buckram
Roller Support Foam
Thermobond Fiber Layer
Fabric

Non-wearing off Comfort
With Bonel steel spring system on which heat process is
applied and strength of which is improved, it provides support
towards the spine and protects its form for long years.

SIZES

90x190

90x200

100x200

120x200

140x190

150x200

160x200

180x200

H: 20 cm

Bonel
Spring Technology

Woven
Fabric

Two Sided
Use

Height of
the Mattress
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SETS
(BED BASE AND
HEADBOARD)
Konfor bed bases and headboard will
provide your bedroom with a brand
new and elegant appearance. Comfort
bed bases and bed headboard sets
that enables you perform decoration in
your bedroom with any color you want
with different fabric alternatives, will
accompany you for long years with their
quality structures.

99

BED BASE AND HEADBOARD SET

ANISSA
Anissa bed base set that brings together
the classical appearance with the modern
design line...
Anissa bed base set demonstrates a
magnificent posture with its quilted
headboard. Anissa bed base, which completes
its elegance with its leg with natural wood
appearance, prevents your mattress from
slipping with pool base design.
H: 35 cm

Base Outer
Height
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BED BASE AND HEADBOARD SET

BIDEFORD
Bedform base set which is highly
appreciated with its special design
headboard and light colored tone...
Bideford bed base set will meet your
bedroom with a unique atmosphere.
While provide safe use and a large storage
capacity, it prevents your mattress from
skidding with its pool base feature.

H: 36 cm

Base Outer
Height
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BED BASE AND HEADBOARD SET

STAMFORD
Samford bed base set, which attracts
attention with linear details and geometric
patterns, provides for safe use for long
years with strong shock absorber system
and safety locks.
Your bedroom is more ordered now with
the interior volume of Stamford bed base
that prevents your mattress from skidding
with its pool base design.
H: 36 cm

Base Outer
Height
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BED BASE AND HEADBOARD SET

ROCHESTER
With its modern line and quality fabric
texture, Rochester bed base set will
provide your bedroom with an elegant
appearance. The quilted bed headboard
of Rochester will give your decoration a
sublime atmosphere.
Rochester base, which provides for a wide
storage capacity, prevents your mattress
from skidding with its pool base design.
H: 36 cm

Base Outer
Height
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BED BASES
Konfor base models, which give your
bedroom an aesthetic appearance with
its functional features and different
color alternatives will enable you to
locate your items in a regular manner
by offering extra area with wide volume.
Konfor bases, which you could use safely
for years with their steel construction
and first class workmanship prevent
occurrence of any cracking, collapsing
and other deformations thanks to their
quality materials.
You can change the atmosphere of your
bedroom with base options that have
textile alternative in different types and
create any appearance you want in your
bedroom.
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BED BASE
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LINCON
Lincon base, which gives your bedroom a simple
elegance with its simple appearance, will provide
easiness in cleaning with its high-feet design.
Lincon base, which provides for safe use and large
storage ability with its strong buffer system and safety
locks, abolishes the risk that your mattress may skid
thanks to its pool base feature.

An elegant design with aesthetic lines and elegant leg; Lincon mattress base.

H: 38 cm

Base Outer
Height
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BED BASE

HELSTON
A unique option for those who want to make a simple
decoration in their bedrooms; Helston bed base.
With the wide interior volume of Helston bed base,
your bedroom will always remain tidy.

Safe use for long years with powerful
buffer system and safety locks.

H: 36 cm

Base Outer
Height
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BED BASE

BELVOR
Belvor bed base, which gives your bedroom
an elegant appearance with soft touching
fabric and color options, complements
the elegance with high feet design.
The safety locks of Belvor base
provides for safe use, and its wide interior
space enables for extra storage area.

Belvor, which makes cleaning easy
with high feet design, will create an
extra time for you.

H: 35 cm

Base Outer
Height
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BED BASE

HARLOW
Harlow base, which provides for rich decoration
with different textile and headboard alternatives,
and also creates easiness for cleaning, will fit very
well to your bedroom.
The powerful buffer system and safety locks of
Harlow base will provide for a safe use for long years.

The large interior volume of Harlow will
provide a storage area for your items
that are not in use.
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H: 35 cm

Base Outer
Height

BED BASE

SCOTT
Scott bed base, which makes cleaning easy
with its high leg design, provides for safe use
possibility for long years with its strong buffer
system and safety locks.
With its large interior volume, Scott base will
be your biggest helper for a tidy bedroom.

Scott bed base, which has chick
quilted details, will create a brand new
atmosphere for your bedroom.

H: 35 cm

Base Outer
Height
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BED BASE

ESPERAR
Esperar base, which creates freshness for
your bedroom with its light color,
will attract all attentions with its simple design.
The high-leg design of Esperar base,
which prevents your mattress from skidding with
its pool base design, will facilitate cleaning.

With its wide interior volume,
Esperar base will provide an
extra storage area for your items.
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H: 37 cm

Base Outer
Height

BED BASE

NEUVI
Neuvi base, which complements its elegance
as its classical style is blended with modern
touches...
Neuvi base will put an elegant touch on
your bedroom with its high leg design and
sewing details in its base.

There is a place for every item with the
wide storage area provided by Neuvi base.

H:40 cm

Base Outer
Height
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H E A D B OA R D S
Konfor headboard models, which will
give an aesthetical appearance to your
living areas with different models and
colors ,are the greatest compliments of
your bedroom decoration . Chose any
of the headboard that will provide for
textile alternatives that have special
designs and processing details, and let
your bedroom meet with chicness and
elegance.
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HEADBOARD

RANITA
Ranita headboard, which has a unique
design and quilt details, will change
the atmosphere of your bedroom.

SIZES
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90’lık

100’lük

120’lik

150’lik

160’lık

180’lik

HEADBOARD

BRENNA
Brenna headboard, which has linear details,
a color of light tones and a leather appearance,
will give your bedroom a brand new appearance.

SIZES
90’lık

100’lük

120’lik

150’lik

160’lık

180’lik
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HEADBOARD

DORCAS
Dorcas headboard which has button details processed
by hand, provides you with classical elegance.

SIZES
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90’lık

100’lük

120’lik

150’lik

160’lık

180’lik

HEADBOARD

NEUVI
Neuvi headboard, which complements
the classical style with the modern, presents
an elegant and aesthetical appearance.

SIZES
150’lik

160’lık

180’lik
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HEADBOARD

BARRIN
With its modern design and plain details,
Barrin headboard will create an elegant
appearance in your bedroom.

SIZES

90’lık

100’lük

120’lik

150’lik

160’lık

180’lik

BELISSA
Belissa headboard which has geometrical
patterns and plaint details,
will enrich your bedroom decoration.

SIZES
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90’lık

100’lük

120’lik

150’lik

160’lık

180’lik

HEADBOARD

MALISA
Modern design lines and traditional style
come together in Malisa headboard.

SIZES

90’lık

100’lük

120’lik

150’lik

160’lık

180’lik

MANVEL
With the unique harmony of elegant button
details and colors, Manvel headboard
is elegant, aesthetical and different.

SIZES

90’lık

100’lük

120’lik

150’lik

160’lık

180’lik
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HEADBOARD

RADLEY
Radley headboard, which represents
comfort with its sportive design,
complements the chicness with button details.

SIZES

90’lık

100’lük

120’lik

150’lik

160’lık

180’lik

ALDEN
Alden headboard, which has a unique design
form, will reflect elegance to your bedroom
with special and elegant sewing details.

SIZES
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90’lık

100’lük

120’lik

150’lik

160’lık

180’lik

HEADBOARD

ESPERAR
Esperar headboard, which attracts attentions
with its modern lines and plain design, will give
your bedroom a simple and elegant appearance.

SIZES

150’lik

160’lık

180’lik

LUCIUS
Lucius headboard is chic and sublime with
its magnificent standing and rich details.

SIZES

90’lık

100’lük

120’lik

150’lik

160’lık

180’lik
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BRAND NEW STYLE
Konfor Yatak is with you with its Konfor Mood brand and products
it has created for home textile products which are the greatest
supplements of home decoration...
As Konfor Mood brand, we both target at converting your home
into a chic and perfect living area, and also try to meet you with an
indispensable comfort in every area of your life.
We keep quality, elegance and health at the foreground at all times
in our Konfor Mood products. We weave the double and single Konfor
Mood products with textiles with silky softness so that you may start
the new day well rested.
We present for your appreciation our colorful Konfor Mood products
that have different designs so as to bring a new style and elegance
to your life.
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RANFORCE BEDDING SET

DIAMOND
DOUBLE

SINGLE

INFLUENCING HARMONY OF EARTH COLOR AND GEOMTRIC PATTERNS

Double Bedding Set
1 Bedding
200x220 cm
1 Sheet
240x260 cm
2 Pillowcases 50x70 + 5 cm

Single Bedding Set
1 Bedding
160x220 cm
1 Sheet
160x240 cm
1 Pillowcases 50x70 + 5 cm

100% Cotton
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RANFORCE BEDDING SET

FLORIST
DOUBLE

COLORS AND PATTERNS COMING FROM THE HEART OF NATURE

Double Bedding Set
1 Bedding
200x220 cm
1 Sheet
240x260 cm
2 Pillowcases 50x70 + 5 cm

100% Cotton
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RANFORCE BEDDING SET

GARDENIA
DOUBLE

CARRY THE INNOCENCE AND TRANQUILITY OF
FLOWER GARDENS INTO YOUR HOME

Double Bedding Set
1 Bedding
200x220 cm
1 Sheet
240x260 cm
2 Pillowcases 50x70 + 5 cm

100% Cotton
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RANFORCE BEDDING SET

MATILDA
DOUBLE

SINGLE

ADD COLOR TO YOUR BEDROOM WITHT HE LIVELINESS AND AIR OF SPRING

Double Bedding Set
1 Bedding
200x220 cm
1 Sheet
240x260 cm
2 Pillowcases 50x70 + 5 cm

Single Bedding Set
1 Bedding
160x220 cm
1 Sheet
160x240 cm
1 Pillowcases 50x70 + 5 cm

100% Cotton
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RANFORCE BEDDING SET

SAFARI
DOUBLE

A UNIQUE DESIGN INSPIRED FROM THE WILD LIFE

Double Bedding Set
1 Bedding
200x220 cm
1 Sheet
240x260 cm
2 Pillowcases 50x70 + 5 cm

100% Cotton
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RANFORCE BEDDING SET

TRIA
DOUBLE

SINGLE

MEETING OF TONES OF SUN AND PURITY OF WHITE WITH HARMONY

Double Bedding Set
1 Bedding
200x220 cm
1 Sheet
240x260 cm
2 Pillowcases 50x70 + 5 cm

Single Bedding Set
1 Bedding
160x220 cm
1 Sheet
160x240 cm
1 Pillowcases 50x70 + 5 cm

100% Cotton
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RANFORCE BEDDING SET

TROPIC
DOUBLE

SINGLE

A DESIGN WHERE YOUR WILL FEEL YOURSELF IN NATURE AT ALL TIMES

Double Bedding Set
1 Bedding
200x220 cm
1 Sheet
240x260 cm
2 Pillowcases 50x70 + 5 cm

Single Bedding Set
1 Bedding
160x220 cm
1 Sheet
160x240 cm
1 Pillowcases 50x70 + 5 cm

100% Cotton
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EMBROIDERED BEDDING SET

ROSE MARY
DOUBLE

TREND COLORS OF 2018 MET WITH EMBROIDERY

Color Options:
Rose Mary Salmon

Double Bedding Set
1 Bedding
200x220 cm
1 Sheet
240x260 cm
2 Pillowcases 50x70 + 5 cm

Rose Mary Blue

100% Cotton
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EMBROIDERED BEDDING SET

REGETTA
DOUBLE

AESTHETICS OF SOFT COLOR TONES AND EMBROIDERY PATTERNS

Color Options:
Regetta Mary Oil

Double Bedding Set
1 Bedding
200x220 cm
1 Sheet
240x260 cm
2 Pillowcases 50x70 + 5 cm

Regetta Mary Yellow

100% Cotton
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SUMMER
BLANKETS

DOUBLE
230x250 cm

SINGLE
160x230 cm

ORANGE
YELLOW
GRAY
BLUE

100% Cotton
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Konfor Furniture can not be held responsible for typographical errors in the catalog. The printed colors could be different to that of the original item.
Konfor Furniture reserves the right to change the model, color, name and fabric of its products. Information in the catalogue is for recommendation
purposes. The copyright of information, designs, visual elements and their arrangements in this catalogue belong to Konfor Furniture.

